ABSTRACT: Thermal annealing strongly impacts the nano-and microstructure of conjugated polymers. Despite the fundamental importance for the resulting optoelectronic behavior of this class of materials, the underlying crystallization processes have not received the same attention that is encountered in other disciplines of materials science. The question arises whether classical treatment of nucleation and growth phenomena is truly applicable to conjugated polymers? Here, the isothermal crystallization behavior of the conjugated polymer poly(3-(2′-ethyl)hexylthiophene) (P3EHT) is monitored with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Avrami analysis reveals growth-and nucleationlimited temperature regimes that are separated by the maximum rate of crystallization. The molecular weight of the polymer is found to strongly influence the absolute rate of crystallization at the same degree of undercooling relative to the melting temperature. A combination of optical microscopy and grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) confirms that the resulting nano-and microstructure strongly correlate with the selected isothermal annealing temperature. Hence, this work establishes that classical nucleation and growth theory can be applied to describe the solidification behavior of the semicrystalline conjugated polymer P3EHT.
■ INTRODUCTION
Conjugated polymers attract considerable attention because they combine a promising optoelectronic performance in field-effect transistors, light-emitting diodes, solar cells, and thermoelectric devices with cost-effective solution processability. For many materials systems, a strong correlation is observed between the device performance and the solid-state nanostructure in terms of the degree of crystalline order, the size and texture of ordered domains and the presence of grain boundaries. 1−6 Hence, significant efforts are being dedicated to the development of processing protocols that permit to control and manipulate crystallization. A number of key factors have been identified including the regioregularity 7, 8 and molecular weight of the polymer, 9 preaggregation, 10 the rate of solvent removal, 11 substrate interactions 5 and nucleation conditions, 12,13 chain entanglement, 14 and chain conformations. 7, 9, 15 However, the focus on solution processing has diverted attention from classical treatment of crystallization phenomena that is commonly used in other branches of materials science to describe the behavior of, e.g., metals, inorganic semiconductors, and bulk polymers. To understand crystallization a number of tools are available that lend predictive power. Isothermal crystallization experiments can be used to study the crystallization rate, which allow the construction of time−temperature−transformation (TTT) diagrams. 16 With those, it is possible to identify conditions where nanostructure formation is governed by nucleation or crystal growth. In addition, solidification protocols can be selected that result in a wellcontrolled crystallinity and crystal size. A textbook example is isothermal crystallization of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), which displays a glass transition and melting temperature of T g ≈ 70°C and T m ≈ 265°C, respectively. The highest crystallization rate is observed at an intermediate isothermal crystallization temperature of about T c ≈ 170°C, which depends on the molecular weight of the polymer. 17, 18 Detailed knowledge about the crystallization kinetics of PET has enabled the manufacture of foils and bottles with a high degree of optical transparency and mechanical strength. Processing protocols are chosen that involve rapid cooling of molten material to temperatures below T g , which results in an amorphous film or preform. Then, biaxial film drawing or stretch blow molding just above T g leads to strain induced crystallization. 19 Several recent reviews have pointed out that the increased use of similar rationales may be key to further advance the field of organic electronics, 20−22 as exemplified by a recent study that employed film thickness variations to tailor the crystal morphology of a large collection of materials. 23 However, only a few studies exist where the crystallization kinetics of an organic semiconductor have been systematically mapped. For instance, Lindqvist et al. used optical microscopy to monitor the nucleation and growth of fullerene crystals in an initially glassy polymer:fullerene bulk-heterojunction blend during annealing above its T g ≈ 110°C. 24 For single organic semiconductors, such studies can be challenging to carry out because their strong tendency to π-stack makes it difficult to reach a truly amorphous state from which controlled annealing can be carried out. 25 Crossland et al. circumvented this complication by designing a suitable solvent vapor annealing protocol that for the first time permitted micrometer-sized spherulites in thin films of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) to be grown. 13 Instead, Brande et al. used chip calorimetry to study the nonisothermal crystallization of P3HT and found that the crystallization rate of the polymer peaks halfway between its T g ≈ 10°C and T m ≈ 230°C. 26 Chip calorimetry allowed two processing protocols to be compared that (1) involved either rapid quenching from the melt to below T g with a rate of 30 000 K/s, followed by controlled annealing above T g , or (2) immediate rapid quenching to a desired isothermal crystallization temperature. 26 Studies on isothermal crystallization were suggested to be a powerful method for analyzing the crystallization behavior of conjugated polymers. 27, 28 One conjugated polymer that is particularly suitable for isothermal annealing experiments is poly(3-(2′-ethyl)hexylthiophene) (P3EHT). 29 P3EHT features a particularly low crystallization rate and hence only crystallizes slowly over the course of several hours, which facilitates quenching to a truly amorphous state. 30, 31 Moreover, the relatively low T m ≈ 80°C of P3EHT means that the polymer can be isothermally annealed for long periods of time without the risk of thermal degradation and oxidation. Thus, P3EHT lends itself as an ideal model compound for isothermal crystallization studies. Previously, Boudouris et al. have exploited the low crystallization rate to follow the crystallization process in situ with grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) and correlated the nanostructure development at room temper- ature with electronic charge transport in field-effect transistors. 32 Here, we employ thermal analysis to map the nucleation-or growth-dominated crystallization of P3EHT and explore its effect on the resulting nano-and microstructures.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. P3EHTs with number-average molecular weights of M n ≈ (PDI 1.4) and 24 (PDI 1.8) kg/mol were synthesized using the GRIM procedure as established in the literature. 33 Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC). SEC was carried out on an Agilent PL-GPC 220 Integrated High Temperature GPC/SEC system in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene at 150°C using polystyrene standards as a reference to obtain "polystyrene equivalent" molecular weights.
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA). DMA measurements were performed on a TA Q800 DMA. The DMTA measurements were performed in strain-controlled mode (maximum strain <0.1%) at a frequency of 1 Hz. P3EHT was embedded in a glass fiber mesh (E-glass supplied by Hexcel) by casting from a 20 mg/mL chloroform solution followed with drying under vacuum at 40°C for 30 min. The glass mesh was cut into strips at a 45°angle with respect to the fiber elongation to avoid any continuous fibers crossing the length of the sample and contributing to the DMA response (see ref 32 for details). 34 All samples were measured under a continuous flow of N 2 at 60 mm/min, and the rate of heating was set to 3°C/min.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Isotherms were recorded under nitrogen using a heat-flux differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) from Mettler Toledo (DSC2) equipped with a high-sensitivity sensor (HSS9+) and a TC-125MT intracooler. Mettler 20 μL Al crucible light sample pans were used; the sample weight was around 6 mg. Samples were first molten at 130°C, which is significantly above T m in order to remove seed crystals, for 30 min followed by rapid cooling at rate of −100°C/min to the desired isothermal crystallization temperature between 20 to 75°C, where isotherms were recorded over the course of up to 30 000 s. A data point was taken every 3 s. The original data was smoothed with a Savitzky−Golay method where the window size was set to be 200 data points. After that, a baseline was subtracted (the data processing is demonstrated in Figure S2 ). Origin 8 was used to fit processed data with a 3-parameter Avrami eq (eq 2).
Thin Film Preparation. A thin film of P3EHT was prepared by wire bar coating a solution of P3EHT dissolved in o-xylene (10 mg/mL) on a glass slide with a RK-print K Control Coater. The sample was heated to 130°C for 10 s and then moved to a Wagner & Munz Kofler hot bench and kept in air in the dark. The Kofler hot bench was calibrated with an azobenzene standard (T m = 68°C). The sample was removed from the hot bench after 48 h. The thin film thickness was measured with a KLATencor Alpha-Step D-100 Stylus Profiler.
Optical Microscopy. Transmission optical micrographs were recorded with a Zeiss Axio Scope A1 equipped with a pair of crossed polarizers.
Ultraviolet−Visible Absorption (UV−vis). UV−vis spectra were obtained with a PerkinElmer Lambda 900 UV/vis/NIR spectrometer.
Grazing-Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (GIWAXS). GIWAXS measurements were performed at the D-line, Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) at Cornell University. The X-ray beam with a wavelength of 1.162 Å and size of about 0.5 mm was directed to the thin film at an incident angle of 0.15°. An optical microscope was located vertically above of the sample and was used to monitor the beam and sample location. A Pilatus 200k detector located 169.5 mm from the sample was used with an exposure time of 10 s and a lateral sample scanning step of 0.2 mm.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We started our investigation by analyzing the crystallization kinetics of two batches of P3EHT, which differed in molecular weight, for a wide range of undercooling. We employed differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to record a series of isotherms at temperatures ranging from 20 to 75°C ( Figure  1a,b) . As reported previously, crystallization of this polymer takes place over the course of several hours. 32 For the higher molecular-weight batch with a number-average molecular weight M n ≈ 24 kg/mol, we find that crystallization occurs most rapidly at 55°C. For both higher and lower temperatures, the onset and endset of the crystallization exotherm shift to later times and are absent below 30 and above 70°C, the latter because of the low degree of undercooling relative to the T m ≈ 76°C. The lower molecular-weight batch with M n ≈ 11 kg/mol displayed qualitatively similar behavior but crystallized more quickly with the fastest crystallization occurring at a slightly lower temperature of 45 to 50°C. Due to the slightly lower T m ≈ 69°C, no crystallization was observed above 65°C. The temperature range where we observed isothermal crystallization was also in agreement with a glass transition temperature T g ≈ 24°C (30 a The dominant error arises from baseline selection during data processing (see Figure S2 ). We estimate the following errors: Δ(ΔH 0 ) < 1 J/g, Δ(m) < 0.5, and Δ(t 0 ) < 500 s (200 s) for higher (lower) molecular-weight P3EHT. °C) of higher (lower) molecular P3EHT, as measured with dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) using the peak of the loss tangent tan δ ( Figure S3 ). The melting behavior of these crystallized solids was also monitored ( Figure S4 ). For further discussion on the sequential melting after isothermal crystallization, see refs 28 and 29.
Chemistry of Materials
To construct TTT diagrams, we extracted the time required for the crystallization to release 1, 5, and 10 J/g of heat (i.e., partial enthalpy ΔH). Note that, at some annealing temperatures, more than 10 J/g of heat was released in total (Table 1) . We then plotted isenthalpic lines that correspond to the extracted partial enthalpies. The resulting TTT diagrams display the familiar Ushape with peaks at 55 and 45°C in the case of high and low molecular-weight material, respectively (Figure 1c,d) . From these diagrams it is now possible to estimate cooling rates that result in a certain degree of crystallization. For instance, a cooling rate of 0.4°C/min from 80°C to room temperature will result in a heat release of about 1 J/g in the case of higher molecularweight P3EHT (cf. Figure 1c) . In a typical TTT diagram such "fast" crystallization implies the formation of a large number of nuclei. Slower cooling would instead result in a more balanced nucleation and crystal growth process (cf. discussion below on impact on microstructure). The same effect is achieved when reducing the molecular weight. A cooling rate of 0.4°C/min from 80°C will result in a heat release of more than 10 J/g for the lower molecular-weight material (Figure 1d) .
We noticed that the total enthalpy of crystallization varies among the isotherms (see Table 1 ). As expected for a polymer, crystallization is arrested long before the absolute crystallinity reaches 100%. To quantitatively analyze the crystallization Figure 2 . (a) Representative linear plot of X c (t) ( □ ) as well as the relative crystallization rate dX c /dt (blue square) of higher molecular-weight P3EHT at 50°C, and (b) corresponding double-logarithmic, linearized Avrami plot of measured relative crystallinity X c (t) and a straight line fit (red line) with a slope of m = 2.93. X c (t) of (c) higher and (d) lower molecular-weight P3EHT for a range of isothermal crystallization temperatures. (e) Relative rate of nucleation dN/dt ∝ 1/t 0 , and (f) maximum rate of crystallization dX c /dt| t=τ+t 0 = m/eτ for higher (blue circle) and lower ( ■ ) molecular-weight P3EHT.
kinetics, a common practice is to extract the relative crystallinity X c (t):
where ΔH(t) is the partial enthalpy obtained by integrating isotherms up to time t and ΔH°is the total enthalpy of crystallization that corresponds to the total area of an isotherm (see Figure S2 for details on baseline correction and selection of integration limits). Note that we did not consider the influence of the crystal size when estimating the relative crystallinity from the enthalpy of crystallization.
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We then used the three-parameter Avrami equation to describe the evolution of X c (t) with time:
where the parameters t 0 , τ, and m are the lag time, time constant, and Avrami coefficient, respectively. Here, it should be noted that, as concluded by Wunderlich, "without the parallel knowledge of the microscopic, independently proven mechanism, the macroscopic, experimentally derived Avrami equation and Avrami parameters are only a convenient means to represent empirical data of crystallization". 37 While the Avrami equation was originally developed for crystalline materials, 38 it is also commonly used to describe the crystallization kinetics of semicrystalline polymers. We fitted X c (t) with eq 2 using a reiterative process, keeping t 0 , τ, and m as free fit parameters (cf. Table 1 for values obtained from best fits). A typical best fit for the relative crystallinity X c (t) as well as the relative crystallization rate dX c (t)/dt is shown in Figure 2a .
In order to determine for which time interval the obtained fits accurately describe X c (t), we examined the linearized form of the Avrami equation:
which allows m and τ to be extracted from the slope and intersect of plots of ln(−X c (t))) vs ln(t − t 0 ). Generally, we find that the obtained fits describe the raw data well. A typical linearized Avrami plot of the raw data together with the predicted evolution of X c (t) is shown in Figure 2b . The best fit describes the raw data well at times larger than ln(t − t 0 ) > 7.5, i.e., t − t 0 > 1808 s, which corresponds to X c (t) > 0.02%. We ascribe the poor fit at the early stages of crystallization to the error in selecting the integration limits when extracting ΔH(t) from DSC isotherms (see Figure  S2 ). We carried out the same fitting procedure for all recorded DSC isotherms (Figure 2c,d) . The Avrami coefficient m adopts a value of about 3 for most isothermal crystallization temperatures (Table 1) . Since we estimate an error of Δm < 0.5, we can only conclude that m does not strongly vary with temperature. The Avrami coefficient is often interpreted as representing the dimension of crystal growth. A value of m ≈ 3 is consistent with either three-dimensional crystal growth and heterogeneous nucleation or two-dimensional growth and homogeneous nucleation where the latter is less likely in the bulk. 39 In contrast, a number of previous studies have found a value close to m ≈ 1 for polythiophenes including P3HT and P3EHT, 40−43 which indicates one-dimensional growth. We rationalize this difference in behavior with the large nucleation density that is commonly encountered in polythiophenes, which leads to one-dimensional growth of nanofibrils. For P3HT as well as other conjugated polymers, a reduction in nucleation density can result in the development of a spherulitic microstructure, 13, 44 which implies three-dimensional growth. Polarized optical microscopy of isothermally crystallized P3EHT reveals the presence of spherulites (Figure 3a) , and therefore, we argue that the deduced Avrami coefficient of m ≈ 3 arises because of three-dimensional crystal growth and heterogeneous nucleation.
In contrast to m, the lag time t 0 and time constant τ strongly vary with temperature (Table 1) . For both the low and higher molecular-weight P3EHT material, we find that the onset of crystallization shifts to earlier times with increasing degree of undercooling, reaching the lowest value of t 0 ≈ 1000 and 2300 s at 45 and 50°C, respectively. Conversely, at lower temperatures the onset of crystallization again shifts to later times. The lag time t 0 corresponds to the time that is required for crystallization to commence, and thus, we chose to use the term 1/t 0 to describe the relative rate of nucleation at different isothermal crystallization temperatures (Figure 2e ). We find that for both molecular weights of P3EHT the temperature dependence of the nucleation rate resembles the U-shape encountered in the TTT diagrams (cf. Figure 1c,d ). Low and higher molecularweight P3EHTs show a distinct peak at 45°C and a broad peak around 45 to 50°C, respectively. At most temperatures, i.e., between 35 and 55°C, the lower molecular-weight material features a higher nucleation rate, which we explain with more rapid diffusion of shorter polymer chains. Instead, at 60°C and above the higher molecular-weight P3EHT features a higher nucleation rate because of the slightly lower T m of the lower molecular-weight material.
The rate of crystallization varies with time, and can be described by the first derivative of X c (t), which reaches zero at t = t 0 as well as t ≫ τ (cf. Figure 2a) :
The maximum rate of crystallization can be found by setting the second derivative of X c (t) to zero: 
The maximum rate of crystallization is found at m(
which yields for m = 3 a value of t max ≈ 0.87τ + t 0 . We, therefore, chose to compare the rate of crystallization at t = τ + t 0 , which is close to t max and yields
We used eq 7 to plot the maximum crystallization rate for both investigated P3EHT batches as a function of isothermal crystallization temperature (Figure 2f and Table 1 ). Again, we observe a U-shaped trend with a peak that shifts to a higher temperature with increasing molecular weight. We find the highest crystallization rate at 50 and 55°C for the lower and higher molecular-weight polymers, respectively. Similar to the relative nucleation rate, the crystallization rate of the lower M w P3EHT is higher for most isothermal crystallization temperatures but 65 and 70°C, which are close to the melting temperature.
Chemistry of Materials
In a further set of experiments, we employed polarized optical microscopy to visualize the influence of the crystallization kinetics on the resulting microstructure. To this end thin films of the higher molecular-weight P3EHT with a thickness of 52 ± 3 nm were isothermally crystallized for 48 h. To ensure identical crystallization conditions, we used a Kofler hot bench to generate samples with a continuous temperature gradient from about 30 to 130°C (see Figure S5 ). We then recorded micrographs that correspond to isothermal crystallization temperatures ranging from 29 to 67.5°C (Figure 3a) . Qualitative inspection reveals that the number and size of individual crystallites strongly vary with crystallization temperature. A low degree of undercooling at a T c ≈ 60 to 65°C resulted in the formation of few large birefringent domains with a length of up to 10 μm. In contrast, at lower temperatures, we observe numerous smaller domains. We counted the number and measured the length of individual birefringent domains, in order to quantify the relative influence of the nucleation and growth rate on the crystallization kinetics. For the number of domains, we find a constant value of about 0.7 to 0.8 domains per μm 2 , which decreases above 50°C to only 0.01 domains per μm 2 at 65°C (Figure 3b) . Conversely, the size of birefringent domains increases with temperature from less than 0.5 μm at 35°C to about 4−6 μm at T c ≈ 55 to 65°C. Comparison of the density and size of domains suggests a regime at T c < 50°C where nucleation dominates the crystallization process (i.e., the process is growth limited), which leads to a fine distribution of domains. The prominence of nucleation at these temperatures is corroborated by the relative nucleation rate 1/t 0 obtained from DSC, which peaks around 45 to 50°C (Figure 3b,  bottom panel) . Instead, for T c > 50°C, we observe a different regime where crystal growth is more prominent (i.e., the process is nucleation limited), which leads to the formation of fewer but larger birefringent domains. Interestingly, the highest rate of crystallization at T c ≈ 55°C that we obtained from DSC (cf. Figure 3b , bottom panel) corresponds to the crossover from the nucleation to the growth dominated regime. This can be rationalized by the cooperative effect of nucleation and growth to the overall crystallization rate.
The observed influence of T c on the crystallization behavior is corroborated by grazing-incident wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) mapping and UV−vis spectroscopy of the graded sample discussed above (Figure 3c −e and Figure S6 ). Edge-on orientation of the molecules was observed for all annealing temperatures with the side chains standing on the substrates. Comparison of the (100) diffraction at different temperatures shows that the peak position does not change with T c , which suggests that crystals with an identical unit cell were obtained. We observed that the intensity of the (100) diffraction (I 100 ) continuously increases with T c in the growth-limited regime. Conversely, in the nucleation-limited regime, I 100 decreased with T c . Interestingly, fluctuation of the diffraction intensity in the nucleation-limited regime correlated with the large variations in crystal size close to T m (cf. Figure 3e) . Overall, GIWAXS as well as UV−vis spectroscopy confirm that the highest degree of crystalline order is reached at T c ≈ 50°C. It is noticed that, even with similar crystallinity suggested by maximum diffraction and absorption intensities (such as for T c ≈ 40 and 60°C) in growthand nucleation-limited regimes, the density and sizes of birefringent domains can differ significantly. Evidently, the here presented structural characterization highlights the pronounced influence of the crystallization kinetics on microstructure formation in P3EHT, with the occurrence of growth-and nucleation-limited regimes separated by the maximum rate of crystallization.
■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we found that the isothermal crystallization behavior of the conjugated polymer P3EHT could be evaluated using classical techniques such as DSC. The key parameters describing nucleation and crystal growth were extracted through Avrami analysis of DSC isotherms. We deduced an Avrami coefficient of about 3 for two batches of P3EHT that differed in molecular weight. This result suggests a three-dimensional crystal growth mode, which agrees with the spherulitic structure obtained for this class of materials at low nucleation rates. Despite the fact that the absolute values of the crystallization kinetic parameters can shift dramatically when translated into thin film structures, optical microscopy, GIWAXS, and UV−vis spectroscopy of thin films of the higher molecular-weight material reveal nucleation or growth limited microstructures that are consistent with the crystallization behavior deduced by DSC. This work demonstrates that solidification of conjugated polymers is not fundamentally different from that of commodity polymers. We propose that classical nucleation and growth processes can provide a convincing rationale for the commonly observed influence of thermal annealing on the optoelectronic properties of semicrystalline conjugated polymers.
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